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Explore InfoPath 2003—and transform the way you manage business information  and deliver results! This guide expertly reviews InfoPath features and  capabilities—including the latest updates from Microsoft Office 2003 Service  Pack 1—demonstrating how to create easy-to-use forms to capture data from  spreadsheets, text files, databases, XML Web services, and even e-mail in  reusable XML format. Whether you’re streamlining your invoicing system, managing  performance appraisals, or collecting feedback from users or customers, you’ll  discover how to quickly connect the people and information you need—with no XML  enterprise or advanced programming required.

Discover how to:

	Use InfoPath forms to capture and validate user input—without writing code  
	Design from features, from basic controls and views to digital signing  options  
	Send forms to shared servers, Web sites, form libraries, or e-mail  
	Easily reuse captured XML data in other applications, such as Microsoft Word  or Excel  
	Develop front-end forms that interoperate with back-end databases such as  Microsoft SQL Server and with Web services  
	Use your programming skills to customize forms with the InfoPath 2003  Toolkit for Visual Studio .NET  
	Generate special purpose XML documents, such as Really Simple Syndication  9RSS) 2.0 files 
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, includes CD-ROM: Exam 640-802Sybex, 2011

	Welcome to the exciting world of Cisco certification! You have picked up this book because you want something better—namely, a better job with more satisfaction. Rest assured that you have made a good decision. Cisco certification can help you get your first networking job or more money and a...
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Configuring Cisco Unified Communications Manager and Unity Connection: A Step-by-Step Guide (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2011

	On March 10, 1876, Alexander Graham Bell made the first successful telephone call. As
	with many things, the test was purely accidental. Graham spilled acid on his leg, and
	Watson, his assistant, heard his call for help through the telephone. So, what has changed
	over the last 129 years? It would be easier to discuss what hasn’t...
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AAD Algorithms-Aided Design. Parametric strategies using GrasshopperAutodesk Press, 2014

	Algorithmic design is not simply the use of computer to design architecture and objects. Algorithms allow designers to overcome the limitations of traditional CAD software and 3D modelers, reaching a level of complexity and control which is beyond the human manual ability. Algorithms-Aided Design presents design methods based on the use of...
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Tooth-Colored Restoratives: Principles and TechniquesDecker Publishing, 2001

	How a material is used is always considerably more important than which material is used. Tooth-Colored Restoratives Principles and Techniques, Ninth Edition offers a comprehensive discussion on dental materials and a guide to creating highly esthetic, long-lasting direct restorations. Preparation and simplified techniques for creating more...
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ASP.NET by ExampleQue, 2001
ASP developers need to understand how ASP.NET can help them solve business problems better than any prior product.  ASP.NET by Example is designed to provide a "crash course" on ASP.NET and quickly help the reader start using this new technology. As part of the By Example series, this book approaches ASP.NET in an easy-to-use tutorial...
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Final Cut Pro 5 Editing Essentials (DV Expert Series)CMP Books, 2005
Digital editing gives editors far greater freedom than ever before to move scenes of information around and place them anywhere in a film's sequence. Apple's Final Cut Pro is the most widely used Mac-based digital editor, and is especially popular with independent filmmakers and graphic artists. Final Cut Pro 5 Editing Essentials enables readers to...
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